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Persian Cultural Center
Mahkam Hashemi

Abstract 

Culture is a foundation of each community and it creates society identity. 

“Maybe you are searching among the branches for what only appear in the roots?” Rumi

In my thesis, by designing a Persian Cultural Center in Washington D.C. on the site of the former embassy of Iran, I 
want to produce and define a place that introduces architecturally the theme of Persian culture and education which 
has continuously developed over the past many centuries. It will  express the value of architecture in defining the 

context of theoretical foundations and ideology of the Persians.

“There is nothing more timely today than that truth, which is timeless, than the message that comes from tradition 
and is relevant now because it has been relevant at all times. Such as message belong to a now which has been, is 

and will ever be present .To speak of tradition is to speak of immutable principles of heavenly origin and of their ap-
plication to different moments of time and space. It is also to speak of the continuity of certain doctrines and of the 
sacred forms, which are the means whereby, these doctrines are conveyed to men and whereby the teachings of the 

tradition are actualized within men.” -The sense of unity 4
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Mahkam Hashemi

General  Audience Abstract

Iranian population in the United States has been growing over the last forty years.
Some immigrated before the 1978 revolution, many after that, and some in the previous decade. Importantly, 
they established their families here.
Due to political problems, many of these families are banned from traveling to Iran. Consequently, the old-
er generation has its memories from Iran, and the new generation has made  memories based on word - of - 
mouth and what the media portrays.
Iran and America do not have solid political relations, so neither country has any venue in the other nation that 
people can exchange their thought, culture, and civilization.
Unfortunately, some people in younger generations who were born in the United States do not learn Farsi be-
cause of what they have heard or watched.
Obviously, there is no need to express how important language is in terms of how various generations relate to 
each other and the culture at large.
A cultural center honoring the important aspects of Persian culture would allow all Persian people to gather 
and celebrate their rich history and customs.

In this time of the year (last month of Persian calendar) when I know everyone is in action in my hometown I 
miss most of all.
Missing all the actions (shopping, baking, and even home cleaning).
A day like these days when you feel spring in the air I found myself in the corner of Massachusetts and 30th 
street in DC.
May I heel my feeling here?

 “Architecture is really about well-being. I think that people want to feel good in a space… On the one hand 
it’s about shelter, but it’s also about pleasure.” – Zaha Hadid
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Precedents
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ALI QAPU
Location:             Isfahan, Iran
Year of built:        Early 17th
Use:                     Originally designed as a vast portal and then it turned to a six-story palace 

Building Description:

Building materials used for the structure of the Ali Qapu are mud and baked brick based on the foundation of the quarried stones. Vaulted ceilings of mud brick are richly decorated with painted, carved 
stucco and cut out Muqarnas in the sixth-floor ‘music room.’Cutouts on the surfaces of the Muqarnas in the shapes of ceramics and glassware have created delicate and
beautiful covers which can also meet the acoustical characteristics of a complex and unique Helmholtz cavity absorber due to their various forms and disparate air volumes behind them.
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East View of the Palace

 Palace Staircase
Palace Balcony

West View of the Palace

Music Room Decoration Detail

Palace Music Room

North View of the Palace

ALI QAPU
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CHEHEL SOTOUN
 Forty Columns

Location:             Isfahan, Iran
Year of built:       1647 , rebuilt after a fire in 1706
Use:                     Surviving palace

Building Description:

The material of front porch (iwan), which called twenty columns, is sycamore. Each of the columns was made out of one trunk of a sycamore, which is a particular species that grows around Esfahan and 
termites do not like it. Each column is made out of a plain tree with a thin layer of colored board fitted on the skin. The coating of the column formerly included mirrored pieces and glasses. A beautiful light 
wood roof covers these columns. Architect used paneling method, to reducing weight of the roof structure, which also allowed for the ceiling to be maintained. The rest of the building materials is brick.



CHEHEL SOTOUN
Forty Columns

Closer view of the palace

Golden honeycomb shaped facade

Inside the museum

Ceiling artworks and wall paintings

Day view of the palace

View from the palace toward pool 5



TABATABEI HOUSE
Location:             Kashan, Iran
Year of built:       Early 1880
Use:                     House

Building Description:
Iranian traditional architecture always paid attention to human’s personal life and its individuality, during the design process, specifically designing houses. Tabatabaei house consists of four courtyards, 
wall paintings with elegant stained glass windows, and includes other classic features of traditional Persian residential architecture. Almost every windows and opening of the Tabatabaei house are toward 
the central yard, and it helps users feel better in the home because of hearing less unwanted noises. Following that, the wall made from the adobe reducing sound from outside by having thick walls.
Considering the useful effect of being in the nature on the reduction of stress level, the Tabatabaei house users were experiencing a peaceful life, by hearing the water and birds sound during their lifetime, 
because of using the green gardens and water in the design of yards.
In order to provide homeostasis condition for users in both cold and hot weathers, the architect divided the Tabatabaei house into two parts; the winter space and the summer space.
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TABATABAEI HOUSE

South view of the house
North view of the house

West view of the house

Panjdari(five windowed room)

Stained-glass windows

Interior yard panorama view 7



HASHT  BE-HESHT
Eight Heavens (‘Eight Paradises’)

Location:             Isfahan, Iran
Year of built:       1669 
Use:                     Surviving palace

Building Description:
‘Hasht Behesht’ translates as ‘Eight Paradises’ and refers to a Timurid palace building type consisting of two stories of four corner rooms around a central domed space. In Hasht Be-hesht the corner rooms 
are octagonal, forming massive pillars that define four large openings leading to large porches in the south, east and west, and an iwan in the north. The building has an open plan in order to allow more 
breeze in the summer for cooling effects
The vault of the central space is detailed with polychrome muqarnas and is capped with a lantern. Engravings reveal that the interior was once covered in tiles and wall paintings that have since been 
r-moved.  Some of the original mirror mosaic remains on the vault. It looks like north facade is the main facade while the existence of pool in the east side of main façade is determiner.
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HASHT  BE-HESHT
Eight Heaven
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The official calendar of Iran is based on Jalali calendar, which is a solar cal-
endar and has been modified during its history. 
Zoroaster was dominated religious for more than five decades in Iran before 
Islam, so it has been blended with the indigenous beliefs of Iranians in the 
way that they still celebrate some of the Zoroaster major ceremonies.  
There are activities in these ceremonies, which depend on their occasion 
some are bolder than others. Iranians are gathering to celebrate these cere-
monies to embrace their culture and history all over the world.
In my cultural center, I want to connect those activities and create a place for 
everyone who wants to know Iranian culture.

10
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FOOD/DRINK  (BAZAAR):

Traditional bazaar is the heart of the city in Iran, and are the main 
artery of the urban life system, which represents the center of social 
and economic activities.

“The bazaar is the central and essential artery that joins a variety of indoor and 
outdoor activities and brings together a wide range. This collection can be lik-
ened to a tree branch in which the market segment, as the main trunk, connects 
commercial, religious, and cultural, and service buildings, like foliage.” 
-Khisht va khiyal 9

Design Idea:
Starting my thesis I had envisioning of a persian cultural center with pieces picked up from different parts of persian culture, which I drawn them in tree section below.

MUSIC/DANCE:

From beginning of history music was an important part of 
human life, in sadness or happiness.
Each part of Iran has a specific music and dance to that area.

LANGUAGE/POETRY (LIBRARY):

Language discloses culture and historical meaning for the community. 
Language is essential for whom are far from their home and the young ones 
who are born here and have not been in Iran to feel related to their heritage.

“For thirty years, I endured much pain and strife,
  With Persian I gave the Ajam verve and life”. Ferdowsi
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Massachusetts Avenue NW

30th St N
W

Site

Washington DC as the capital of United States is one of the essential locations for cul-
tural centers and embassies of other nations in the US, and most of these buildings are 
located on Massachusetts Ave.
There are two buildings located in former Iran embassy site in the corners of 
Massachusetts Ave and 30th street. One for diplomatic use and the other for Ambassador 
inhabit.
In 1979 after Iran revolution and hostage crisis at US Embassy in Tehran these building 
has been vacated.
Former Iran embassy building currently is under the supervision of US State Department 
and is not accessible to the public, so I did not have permission to enter the building. 
Ultimately after reached to several official divisions I could not find any plan or sections 
from existing buildings.
The embassy has been designed by Francis Keally (1889-1978) in the early 1960s  
inspired by traditional Iranian and Islamic architecture and many elements are 
representing this style of architecture.
However considering the condition of buildings, which have not structurally maintain 
during last 40th years, I decided to demolish both buildings except the Persian room. 
The ‘Persian Room’ of the existing building is significant and will be saved and integrat-
ed into the design of the new Cultural Center. 
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Site

Existing Buildings

Persian Room
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The Persian Room, a magnificent space whose high-domed ceiling glittered with 
hundreds of tiny mirrors.
Piece by piece, the Iranian artisan encrusted its enormous domed ceiling with a 
kaleidoscope of mirrored mosaics, glittering medallions and tendrils cascading 
thirty feet down the walls.
Imagine this extraordinary room at night when candles lighted the space and 
quests leaned on cushions while listening to the music with the tone of dulcimer, 
sitar, and tar (Traditional Persian instruments)

15

Persian Room

Persian Room



FINAL DESIGN:
Persian Cultural Center main pedestrian entrance is located on Massachusetts Ave, and visi-
tors are driving to the center would find parking entrance located on 30th street which leads 
to the garage level.
Parking access to the center is available with three public and two service elevators.
Upon arrival from the corner of Massachusetts Ave and 30th street a long reflecting pool 
with cypress tree on both sides draws the visitors’ attention toward iwan with Persian star 
shape high ceiling.
East side of iwan is a wall with openings that people can sit while taking pleasure of the 
view and worship room in the back design for all people despite their religious belief.
North side of iwan is the entrance to the courtyard, restaurant, music building and library.
West side of iwan is the bazaar entrance.
Bazaar design inspired by traditional Iranian bazaars consists of shops that give visitors an 
authentic cultural experience along Massachusetts Ave.
As visitor proceeds to the bazaar, they will find themselves in a nostalgic atmosphere from 
1000 miles away. The row of shops on both side with the brick walls and astonishing wood-
en doors is what awaits them.(Section A-A, Page 23)Wooden doors design inspired by Orsi 
windows, which is the traditional Iranian window. The rays of the sun pass through oculus 
draw the visitor attention to the ceiling formed by series of domes.
Two hallway in the middle of bazaar guide visitors to the Rose garden by the side of the ba-
zaar in the Massachusetts Ave, and courtyard and open-air theater in the middle of the site.
A Persian garden in other ends of bazaar where restaurant located welcome guests to a hall-
way that connected all buildings.
Two story restaurant with a  central void, which covered by a glass dome, is a place that 
everyone can enjoy Persian cuisine while mesmerizing party room (Persian room) cross 
hallway invite people to site and enjoy Persian parties.
Music building in a shape of the Persian star with a ballroom in the first level and music 
class in the second level is creating a pleasant environment for all who loves music and 
dance.  Music classes in the second floor gather around a Perian star shape void, and Orsi 
wooden doors are separate them from another. In the time there is a big event happening 
doors can open and make another open space above the ballroom.
End of the hallway is where guests can access the library. An amphitheater in the first level 
of this four-story building welcomes everyone who is passionate about story and poem to sit 
talk and listen to Persian literature. 
Library at first level is more public compared to other levels that designed for book readers.
And courtyard, which is accessible from all side if the site is designed for ceremonies that 
happen outside, especially NOROOZ (Persian new year, the first day of spring).
Open air theater base on site topography and big stairs on both side of it, located on east 
side of the site is the landscape entrance of the center.
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5’    10’            20’           30’
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SOUTH-WEST  ELEVATION ( Massachusetts Avenue )



5’    10’            20’           30’
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EAST  ELEVATION 
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SECTION A-A
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SECTION B-B



5’    10’            20’           30’
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SECTION C-C



1’     2’             4’                            8’  1’     2’             4’                            8’  
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Library Wall Detail Rose Garden Screen Detail
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Entrance view from Massachusetts Avenue
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Bazaar hallway view
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The Music We Are

Did you hear that winter’s over?
The basil and the carnations cannot control their laughter.
The nightingale, back from his wandering,
Has been made singing master over the birds.
The trees reach out their congratulations.
The soul goes dancing through the king’s doorway.
Anemones blush because they have seen the rose naked.
Spring, the only fair judge, walks in the
Courtroom, and several December thieves steal away.
Last year’s miracles will soon be forgotten.
New creatures whirl in from non-existence,
Galaxies scattered around their feet.
Have you met them? Do you hear the bud of
Jesus crooning in the cradle?
A single narcissus flower has been appointed
‘Inspector of Kingdoms’. A feast is set.
Listen: the wind is pouring wine.
Love used to hide inside images: no more!
The orchard hangs out its lanterns.
The dead come stumbling by in shrouds.
Nothing can stay bound or be imprisoned.
You say, “End this poem here,
and wait for what’s next.” I will.
Poems are rough notations for the music we are.

30

Rumi
The Book of Love
Trans. Coleman Barks
Harper Collins Publishers
P. 26-27
(September1207 - December1273)
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